Ford ranger 5.0 swap manual transmission

Welcome Visitor! Please take a few seconds and Register for our forum. Even if you don't want
to post, you can still 'Like' and react to posts. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New
media New comments Search media. Members Registered members Current visitors New profile
posts Search profile posts. Shop Amazon. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Waric Start date Jul
28, Waric New Member. Hey guys, new to the forum and looking for some info on a 5. Fuel
injection with an ecu that will work with auto or manual trans without flashing or anything.
M5OD-R2 and t-case from a 4. The bellhousing needs changed they are removable on the T5
and the input shaft needs changed from Chevy spline to Ford I believe I read Ford is 10 spline.
Engine mounts can be bought in a kit with the headers and oil filter relocation kit. Trans mount
will work with the M5OD-R2, It may need moved forward on the frame or holes in it be drilled out
into slots. Clutch will need to be for a T5 to fit in the bellhousing. Custom driveshafts will need
to be made. Both the T5 and M5 will put the shifter in the original hole in the floor. Will the
ranger hydraulic system work with either of these? What year extended cab ranger would this
work best with? Is there another option for a 4x4 manual ranger? What did I overlook?
Elutheros Active Member Supporting Member. Military - Veteran. V8 Engine Swap. Welcome to
the forum. Interesting--didn't know the T-5 from the S 4x4 was an option. Another option is you
can make room for it is the ZF5 from the Fs. RonD Well-Known Member. Last edited: Jul 29, The
Chevy t5 case has a different bolt pattern. A Ford bell housing won't fit. In theory, if one could
put all the gears and the rear tail housing from the Chevy T-5 into a Ford T-5 and have a
transmission which would bolt to a BUT: The T-5 which is rated by Tremec to withstand ft. The
Chevy T-5 in the S has 3. The 4. And it is pretty pathetic FSB which makes less than that think
And 2. For reference, the M5ODR-2 has 3. I read that somewhereâ€¦could be wrong. How hard
was it to make the M5OD fit? How close is the shifter to the original hole? And how do you like
it? The bellhousing holes were all the same. The reason there are so many part s for the T5 is
each vehicle application and theres a TON of the T5 has different ratios. Other than wanting to
change gear ratios, why would you need to change the gears? Even if I was doing a 2x4 build,
why would the tail housing matter? Look up fuel pressures, Return systems used psi,
Returnless used psi and up Ranger used Returnless and up Explorers used Returnless. Last
edited: Aug 23, No problem fitting it at all. My shifter sits quite far forward because the trans is
from a '94 F with a 5. It doesn't hit the dash, but its close. I have a 3. Waric: Apologies for
missing your question: Chev T-5 doesn't bolt up to Ford bell housing - different pattern on case.
There is more than just ratio differences in that long list of T-5 variations. Alternatively, you can
get a SBF bellhousing with Muncie pattern, but price will make you think twice. The similar cost
issue stopped my 3. Putting the S's gears into Ford T-5 gets you a case which mounts
bellhousing which mounts to your engine. The issue is the ft. And I replaced enough T-5s under
Mustangs from skinny pedal issues. The M5OD-R2 has rating of ft. Not an issue in a supercab
but it must have some greater angles in the back on your regular cab, scotts90ranger. ZF is
rated for ft. M50D is only 86lbs, while T-5 are around 75lbs. Yes, the is definitely long I'm in the
market for a so I can run a Dual Cardan rear shaft and get rid of the slip yoke on the T case
output Just a note, the 5. I've done research and that's the best small block auto trans out there
apparently Does the fit between the frame rails without modifications? The m5od sounds like
the easiest trans to make work What has to be done to make the m5od fit? The m5od from a f
with a 4. I'll be making an extended cab so would the be better or the ? I had a and tried to make
it work, but the clearances are so tight you either have to cut pieces out of the frame rail or deal
with weird lateral angles on the driveshaft. It's been done, but it ain't easy. I gave up and used a
NP Conveniently if you find a F of that vintage with an M5OD, it will have a behind it If memory
serves the is a similar width to a so I imagine it should fit in the frame rails, I once saw a table
with a bunch of widths of transfer cases but for the life of me I can't find it right now I once saw
a table with a bunch of widths of transfer cases but for the life of me I can't find it right now You
must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor
your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Welcome Visitor! Please take a few
seconds and Register for our forum. Even if you don't want to post, you can still 'Like' and react
to posts. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Members Registered members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Shop
Amazon. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Manual Transmission using the 5. Thread starter Conor Knoxx Start
date Sep 12, Conor Knoxx New Member. I'm currently just in the planning stages, but hopefully
with lots of good planning and reading here, the path to a great finished Ranger will be a

smooth one! I don't actually have the donor vehicle, or the Ranger yet - but planning a 2 wheel
drive, to Ranger. The first "obstacle" I'm running into is the manual transmission question.
What's the simplest solution? I can limit my Ranger purchase to manual transmissions, but I'm
not so sure that would solve anything? Any advice is appreciated! Jbrown Member. Conor
Knoxx said:. Last edited: Sep 12, Was the T5 used in any factory 5. I have to say, needing the
ECM reprogrammed makes me nervous. Its one thing to think "sure, I can get that done All of a
sudden you find your project collecting dust and never finished over a little detail Although You
give me new hope! RonD Well-Known Member. V6 yes BUT Military - Veteran. V8 Engine Swap.
RBV's on Boost. Sorry, yes, manual with V8 wasn't a factory option. Last edited: Sep 13, I'm not
totally committed to the newer model Rangers, in fact a big part of that is putting this much
work and effort and money into a 16 or 17 year old truck Even that seems a bit "old" - however I
guess mileage is a big factor too. Maybe some research on this is in order So I'm getting that a
manual transmission Explorer never existed. But these Tremecs came on a number of Mustangs
and F pickups even the V6 pickups had the heavier tranny So that seems a viable path. Sounds
like you did, and it worked! Essentially impossible to keep the cluster working with an earlier
PCM. One option on the manual gearbox is to drop the PCM back even further to the last of the
powered Cobra mustangs. Not to difficult to find the 'Stang PCM but like the rest of the wiring
mods, it'll take more wiring to fit the 'Stang efi system into a Ranger. When I retire my current
'96 Expo powered Ranger, I plan on building a replacement using a much later Ranger so I won't
say it's a fools effort, but do be aware, the later Rangers pose some significant electrical issues
and are far from the near "plug and play" that jbrown's was. Last edited: Sep 14, At least no one
has totally scared me off this idea yet! I think this bell housing will bolt right onto the 5. I was
sure I've read somewhere on the forums why that's not a great plan I am assuming it wouldn't
matter if this was 2x4 or 4x4? The M50DR2 is going to be the same? It would also seem that if
possible, getting a manual shift Ranger in the first place helps a little too, with clutch assembly
being in place. I can see right now, without this, this project would never, ever have gotten
finished! To those of you have "been there, done that" I tip my hat! The modular V8s are too
wide to fit Ranger engine bay without major modifications. Yes, having clutch pedal already
there makes it easier. Last edited: Sep 15, You must log in or register to reply here. This site
uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if
you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. Password Forgot Password? Join Us! Join Date: Mar Posts: What transmission
to use on a 5. I have a ford ranger 4x4. And I'm putting a under the hood. My main question
would be where to and what to get for the transmission. I want it to be a manual. Want to get the
ball rolling here pretty quick so any help is very much needed. Join Date: Nov Posts: 1, Re:
What transmission to use on a 5. Gonna have to tune out the 4r70w if you are doing an explorer
swap. You The M50D will be able to last. I've heard mixed reviews on them about how some last
ages and some don't last 50, miles. Join Date: Jan Posts: 6, Originally Posted by
TheFarmRanger. Do you know the lengths of both the M50D-R1 and R2. Are they both the same
length? Posts: 3, M5R2 out of a f will bolt up with slight modification and put the shifter in the
stock location. It's going to be a little slow between shifts but it will hold together well if you
build the Another transmission is the T5 out of a mustang. This needs a tad more modification
but will be quick with shifts. You need to do your research on the T5's because some years are
stronger than others and you definitely want the stronger one of you are doing an explorer swap
because of the high amount of torque. Any transmission you use should get a nice rebuild to be
safe unless you end up buying a remanufactured one. I guess another thing would be an
important factor. My ranger is an automatic right now, I would like a manual but if that requires
work that I'm not able to do myself, I'll just have to stick to an auto. Originally Posted by
Vogenitz That doesn't sound to hard. Oh I also forgot to mention that the late 80s and 90s fs
with 5speeds sometimes came with M50DR2's already, so you wouldn't need to fab anything up.
What would be ideal is to find late 90s F with a 5. Look for a f with a 5 speed. The r2 were behind
the an from factory. Originally Posted by Lariat. Thread Tools. User Name. Remember Me?
Forgot Password? Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read. TheFarmRanger
Learning to use the forums. Join Date: Mar Posts: View Public Profile. Send a private message
to TheFarmRanger. Find all posts by TheFarmRanger. Join Date: Nov Posts: 1, Send a private
message to Lariat. Find all posts by Lariat. Join Date: Jan Posts: 6, Send a private message to
02RangerFX4. Find all posts by 02RangerFX4. Vogenitz69 Ford Ranger Driver. Join Date: Nov
Posts: 3, Send a private message to Vogenitz Find all posts by Vogenitz Quote: Originally
Posted by Vogenitz69 M5R2 out of a f will bolt up with slight modification and put the shifter in
the stock location. Quote: Originally Posted by Lariat Look for a f with a 5 speed. Similar
Threads. Transmission swap. Transmission Swap. All 2. The only modification that will need to
be done is to the floor plate. You can either cut it to fit the new shifter or you can remove the

front seats and pull the carpet back to get to the 4 8mm bolts that hold it on and swap in the one
from your donor. All that may be left is to trim the carpet. If you take your time, the piece that
you trim out can be used to replaced the gap it will leave behind the shifter. A transmission that
came off a 2. The 2. This means that the 2. This causes the tranny cross member to be moved 2.
Your automatic transmission truck has a shifter plate on the transmission hump under the
carpet. Use the manual shifter and floor plate from the
2002 yukon tail lights
1984 vanagon
87 gmc sierra
donor vehicle. Even though the flexplate bolt patterns are the same, they will not interchange
from an a4ld to a c5. You need to lengthen the rear driveshaft and the front shaft needs to be
shorter. You can avoid shortening the front one by using a front driveshaft from an Bronco II or
Ranger, which is already 4. From the original A4LD harness. Simply match them with the
remaining wires on the C5 switch. To put a C-4 behind a 2. Though this will limit you to only 3
speeds and no overdrive. Pinto wagons are your best bet for one of these. The Mustang 2. You
will need the C5 torque converter and the C5 flexplate. If replacing an automatic with a manual,
you need a manual transmission computer to turn the MIL off. You also need to hook up the
neutral switch to the computer. All Ford 4. Other than that, the others line up perfectly. The
bellhousing bolt changed to accommodate the SOHC 4. Have information or photos to add to
this page? Ford Ranger Transmission Swap Options. More Articles:.

